LeadershipITE Topics by Year

2014
- Recruitment and Retention of Young Professionals
- Defining ITE's Role in Transportation Advocacy
- How can ITE enable our incoming workforce to meet projected needs of the transportation engineering and planning profession?
- ITE – the ‘Go To’ in Complete Streets
- Breaking the Trend of Auto Dependency

2015
- Moving Toward Engagement
- VP Election Process
- Staying at the Forefront
- Team Communication

2016
- How Do We Create a Consistently High Quality ITE Experience?
- What Does ITE Need to Do to Find and Fulfill its Noble Purpose?
- What can ITE do to improve student engagement across multiple education levels to invigorate and secure the future of our profession?
- The Role ITE Can Play in Connected / Autonomous Vehicle Technology

2017
- Harnessing the 'Smart Cities' Initiative to Improve Mobility for Aging and Disadvantaged Population
- ITE’s Role in Integrating Transport & Public Health
- Transportation in SmartCommunities
- Preparing Today’s College & University Students for Transportation’s Future
- Strategies for K-12 Engagement

2018
- What is the Impact of Transportation Choices on Health & Well-Being?
- Data Sources for ITE’s 15th Trip Generation Manual: New Data for Better Transportation Decisions
- What Does the Future Transportation Professional Look Like?
- How Can Transportation Stakeholders Embrace New Technology?
- How Do We Make Transportation Attractive to the Next Generation?

2019
- Evolving Knowledge Transfer
- B.A.M. (Build Attract Retain) Plan for ITE Global Expansion
- ITE’s Role in Assisting Set Public Policy Related to Mobility As A Service
- Get Them (ITE Initiatives) to the People!
2020

- Sales and Marketing Curriculum to get Buy-In to Sell Yourself
- Leadership University
- The Leaky Pipeline
- ForeSITE—For Every Student